Save the Date
Media/In uencer Visits to the Metropolitan Region of Hamburg 2022/23
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The Hamburg Metropolitan Region has a lot to offer. Between the North Sea and the Wendland, between
the island of Fehmarn, nestled in the Baltic Sea, and the Lüneburger Heide – there's a lot to discover. Urban
city air and rolling hills, giant cruise liners and idyllic waterscapes, coast and sea, grand manors and castles –
hardly any other region in Germany offers such a rich quality of life.
Anyone taking a holiday in the Hamburg Metropolitan Region is in for an unparalleled experience combining
city and countryside. Distances here are short, but the bonds between people are enormous. Here,
picturesque cities like Lübeck, Lüneburg, Wismar or the more than 1,000-year-old Stade await their guests.
The lure of the pulsating metropolis of Hamburg is just as hard to resist. And the water is within reach
practically anywhere you go. The Wadden Sea World Heritage Site in Cuxhaven and Büsum, to name one
example, is truly mesmerising. It's on show at the bustling port of Hamburg, and follows its natural path in
the Elbtalaue UNESCO biosphere reserve. Landscapes like the Lüneburg Heide, the Alte Land and the
Lauenburg Lake District are truly unique. Just the thing for a truly relaxing holiday!
We invite you to join us in researching the most beautiful stories for your readers on six different group
press trips in 2022 and 2023. All programmes will present you with special encounters with people from the
Hamburg metropolitan region, as well as a diverse array of experiences in nature, suitable cultural
programmes and, not to be forgotten, of course: regional products and delicacies that can only be found
here in the north.
In this summary, we provide you with a rst overview of all the dates and content. If you are interested in
one or more trips, we look forward to receiving your registration/a message by email so that we can
coordinate all the further details. You will receive a detailed programme from us about 6 -8 weeks before
your trip.
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Organisational matters:
Arrival and departure (by train or aeroplane, depending on the destination), accommodation and catering
during the trip, and all items on the programme, including the required rental equipment, such as bicycles,
and possible transfers are included and will be organised by us. All trips are guided in German/English. The
maximum group size is 5–6 participants.
To help you nd your way around better, you will nd an interactive map of the Hamburg metropolitan
region here:
https://geoportal.metropolregion.hamburg.de/mrhportal/index.html

Journalists: ideally, you will already know before the trip when the story (or stories) will be published. If you
are a freelance journalist, we would like to receive information about the media that will be used to present
the story.
Bloggers: initial posts and/or stories should be published on your own social media channels during the trip,
taking into account the tags and hashtags that are communicated to you. A blog post about the trip should
be published shortly after the trip.
We would be happy to provide you with further information and look forward to hearing from you by
email!

Your team of FEUER & FLAMME. DIE AGENTUR:
Of ce Hamburg: Leonie Stolz
Of ce Grundlsee: Birgit Koller-Hartl
Of ce München: Elisabeth Helfer

+49 40 50681694
+49 151 14278076
+49 8134 5576411

ls@fufda.de
bkh@fufda.de
eh@fufda.de

Please note that, in the event of bad weather or the like, agreed programmes may take place in modi ed form. The trips
are organised by FEUER & FLAMME. DIE AGENTUR on behalf of the tourism associations/administrative districts of the
Hamburg metropolitan region and include the above programme items, but not travel insurance or personal expenses.
Participation is at one's own risk. The tourism associations/administrative districts of the Hamburg metropolitan region are
not liable for negligence on the part of external partners (hotel, guides, bus companies, event organisers, etc.) or
negligence on the part of the participants. Please inform yourself about the applicable regulations in relation to the
pandemic before starting your journey. As a member of VDRJ (the Association of German Travel Journalists), we are one of
the signatories of the Standards for Press Trips, which can be viewed at www.vdrj.de
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12. - 15. May 2022 - Trip 1:
Adventure Holidays in the Metropolitan Region of Hamburg
As the centre of the metropolitan
region, Hamburg scores points for
the variety of museums and
leisure activities it offers for
holidaymakers young and old.
Most notably, it is home to the
world's largest model railway,
Miniaturwunderland, one of the 3
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most popular attractions in
Germany.
In the south of Hamburg too, though, a density of leisure and adventure parks can be found that is unique in Europe –
including the Serengeti Park in Hodenhagen, for example – and these turn a holiday here in the north into a real
adventure holiday. On our trip, we will experience the best of the highlights in Hamburg and Lower Saxony.

8. - 12. June 2022 - Trip 2:
Along the former Inner German border: By e-bike from the Baltic Sea to the Elbe
Between the Baltic coast of Schleswig Holstein
and Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, the strip of the
former Inner German border stretches towards
the Elbe packed with history and stories, but,
above all, with a lot of untouched nature
reserves and lake landscapes. On our bike tour
from the Baltic resort of Travemünde to the
Elbe, travelling through Ratzeburg with its stately
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cathedral and past the UNESCO Biosphere
Reserve in Schaalsee, we amass lots of
experiences relating to Germany's history of division and meet exciting people with roots in
their region, who, again, offer plenty of interesting things for holidaymakers.
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7. - 11. September 2022 - Trip 3:
Big ships and picturesque cultural landscapes: an e-bike tour along the Elbe Cycle Route
The Elbe Cycle Route is one of the most
popular cycle paths in Germany, leading from
Dresden to the river's mouth into the North
Sea. We discover the most beautiful stages in the
Hamburg metropolitan region, moving face to
face with mighty container and cruise ships,
cycling through rich cultural landscapes, such as
the Altes Land with its orchards or the
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UNESCO Elbe River Landscape Biosphere
Reserve, east of Hamburg, and discovering picturesque small towns and large cities of
historical signi cance along the river.
.
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15. - 18. September 2022 - Trip 4:
Germany's most popular hiking trails: Heidschnuckenweg & the Northern Trails in Lower Saxony
When the heather blooms in late summer, it bathes the landscape of the
Lüneburg Heath in a purple sea of owers. The Heidschnuckenweg – named
after the breed of sheep that is typical here – leads through this unique nature
south of Hamburg and along idyllic
villages. Not far from the Lüneburg
Heath, in the Rotenburg an der
Wümme district, you will nd the
© Lüneburger Heide GmbH Northern Trails (Nordpfade). These
are also excellent hiking trails that lead
through a striking landscape of fens, wide meadows and elds. Special places to
make a stop, where regional delicacies are prepared, beckon everywhere, as do
interesting museums that keep the traditions and culture of these unique
© BWF
regions alive.

24. - 27. November 2022 - Trip 5:
Advent and the sparkle of lights between Gothic brick and fairytale castles
T h e h u g e C h r i s t m a s t re e o n
Hamburg's Inner Alster Lake, fragrant
marzipan in front of a backdrop of
Lübeck brick walls, or a warming
punch in dreamy Lüneburg: the cities in
the Hamburg metropolitan region are a
magnet for visitors during Advent for a
© Christian Ohde spot of atmospheric Christmas
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shopping. And the numerous smaller
"pearls" of the region make at least as much effort during the Advent season to inspire their guests with a festive
atmosphere, for example, in the residential city of Schwerin, with its enchanting castle. On our trip, we will discover the
most beautiful Christmas markets and get to know Northern German Christmas traditions and regional handicrafts.

19. - 22. January 2023 - Trip 6
Winter wellness & culture – please just ventilate!
If, in January, the new year is still looking
like a blank sheet of paper, it's the right
time to have a holiday in the Hamburg
metropolitan region. One wonderful
way of doing this, for example, is to
take a walk on the wintry Baltic Sea
coast, where you can recharge your
batteries. Museums, galleries and
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concert halls provide inspiration for
the mind and spirit – above all, the Elbphilharmonie in Hamburg. Yet manors in the countryside in MecklenburgVorpommern also invite you to welcome in the New Year in a stylish ambience! On our trip, we will delight in the culture
Hamburg has to offer and will enjoy the nature of the Baltic Sea coast as well as the comforts of a genuine manor house.
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